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“Moderow’s dedication and love for the Huskies that accompany her from Anchorage to Nome is
the soul that drives this insightful and touching memoir.”—Cowgirl Magazine At age forty-seven,
a mother of two, Debbie Moderow was not your average musher in the Iditarod, but that’s where
she found herself when, less than 200 miles from the finish line, her dogs decided they didn’t
want to run anymore. After all her preparation, after all the careful management of her team, and
after their running so well for over a week, the huskies balked. But the sting of not completing the
race after coming so far was nothing compared to the disappointment Moderow felt in having
lost touch with her dogs. Fast into the Night is the gripping story of Moderow’s journeys along the
Iditarod trail with her team of spunky huskies: Taiga and Su, Piney and Creek, Nacho and Zeppy,
Juliet and the headstrong leader, Kanga. The first failed attempt crushed Moderow’s confidence,
but after reconnecting with her dogs she returned and ventured again to Nome, pushing through
injuries, hallucinations, epic storms, flipped sleds, and clashing personalities, both human and
canine. And she prevailed. A tale of survival, loyalty, and the mysterious connection between
humans and dogs, Fast into the Night is “what may be the quintessential Iditarod story . . . a
great Alaskan adventure well told” (Dave Atcheson, author of Dead Reckoning). “When a
memoir magically materializes before your eyes, striking all the right chords, it’s a wonder to
behold—truly beautiful. In Fast into the Night that is precisely what Debbie Clarke Moderow
graces us with.”—Anchorage Press

"Moderow captures the character so well, the four and two legged ones, that we see her all the
more clearly too. Moderow, even when struggling so intensely, carried on. This is bravery in
action. She is such a role model for following your dreams without hurting others. Incredible
journey, her internal and external journey. Fast into the Night is written in the present tense,
which takes us into the challenges she faced, the preparation, the cold, the details and all the
emotional side of running Iditarod as a rookie."--<a href="https://sarahleamy.com/2018/03/26/
fast-into-the-night-by-debbie-clarke-moderow/" -- Sarah Leamy --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the Back CoverAdvance Praise for Fast into the Night:Not only
doesFastinto the Nightdetail in spare and honest prose all the grit and excitement that is the
Iditarod, but its author aptly takes us along on her personal journey with all its internal struggles,
tribulations, and tumult. At the same time she captures the remarkable bond that exists between
mushers and their dogs, and the interplay they must share in order to make their goal of
reaching Nome a reality. Bravo for turning out what may be the quintessential Iditarod story, and
for crafting what is simply a great Alaskan adventure well told.Dave Atcheson, author ofDead
ReckoningandHidden AlaskaPersonal, vivid, and authentic, Fast into the Nightlives up to its title.
Moderow s ability to project emotion through her graceful prose had me from the start, and never



let go. Through moments of failure and triumph, Moderow s love for family, her dogs, and the
grand adventure of life shine forth.Nick Jans, author ofA Wolf Called RomeoModerow heard the
call of the wild. She writes about racing dogs through the wilderness lyrically like Robert Service
writes about seeking adventure in far off places. She heard the challenge, learned the lessons
with her dogs, paid the costs, and won theenthralling and inspiring experience. It s a book you
can t put down.Lynne Cox, author ofSwimming to AntarcticaandElizabeth, Queen of the SeasI
expected high adventure from Debbie Moderow s story of running the Iditarod and happily, I
found it. Moderow beautifully captures the personality of each dog as she struggles to earn the
team s trust, and she reveals her own vulnerabilities as she learns to trust herself. Crossing the
finish line, it turns out, requires resilience as much as endurance, humility more than strength.
This is an extraordinary account of a family s faith in one another four-leggeds and two-leggeds
alike.Sherry Simpson, author ofThe Way Winter ComesandDominion of Bears" --This text refers
to the digital edition.From the Inside FlapAt age forty-seven, a mother of two, Debbie Moderow
was not your average musher in the Iditarod, but that s where she found herself when, less
thantwo hundred miles from the finish line, her dogs decided they didn t want to run anymore.
After all her preparation, after all the careful management of her team, and after running so well
for over a week, the huskies balked. But the sting of not completing the race after coming so far
was nothing compared to the disappointment Moderow felt in having lost touch with her
dogs.Fast into the Nightis the gripping story of Moderow s journeys along the Iditarod trail with
her team of spunky huskies: Taiga and Lil Su, Piney and Creek, Nacho and Zeppy, Juliet and
Kanga. Kanga was the headstrong beauty, a fine leader and theobject of Moderow s particular
affection.She was to be the key to Moderow s success on the trail, but her Alpha ways proved
troublesome to Moderow and the rest of the team as they set off on their eleven-hundred-mile
adventure toward Nome.Their first attempt ended unceremoniously, with a scratch and a
crushing blow to Moderow s confidence in what she knew of her dogs.But Moderow hit the trail
again two years later, and despite injuries, dropped dogs, hallucinations, epic storms, flipped
sleds, and clashing personalities, she and her team prevailed, their human/canine bond never
stronger.Part adventure, part love story, part inquiry into the mystery of the connection between
humans and dogs, Fast into the Nightis an exquisitely written memoir of a woman, her dogs, and
what can happen when someone puts herself in that place between daring and doubt and
soldiers on." --This text refers to the digital edition.Review"A soulful memoir of adventure and
one woman's love for her sled dogs." ---Kirkus --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorDebbie Clarke Moderow went to Alaska in 1979 for a
mountain climbing expedition and met her husband, Mark. For the Moderows, dog mushing has
always been a family affair. Debbie ran the Iditarod in 2003 and 2005, completing the latter in
thirteen days, nineteen hours, ten minutes, and thirty-two seconds.Emily Durante has been
narrating audiobooks for over ten years and is also an AudioFile Earphones Award-winning
audiobook director. She has been acting since the age of seven and has performed in a number
of stage productions at the professional, collegiate, and regional levels. --This text refers to an



out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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another.—CONSTANTIN BRANCUSIReady to go1Night FogLeaving camp near Denali: January
2003, 4:30 a.m.Juliet and Kanga watch me. Standing in lead at the front of the line, they turn and
follow me with their eyes as I step onto the runners of my dogsled. For the past fifteen minutes
they’ve been clamoring to go—yapping and singing for the night trail and the star-speckled sky.
Now they tremble with quiet anticipation. They know I’m about to reach for the rope and set us
free.“Good girls,” I say. “Ready?”I grab the end of the slipknot. Give it a tug. Juliet and Kanga
leap, and so do the others. My ten huskies and I streak from camp in bright moonlight, slipping



through shadows of gangly black spruce that line the outgoing trail.For the first time all season
conditions are perfect for mushing. It’s ten degrees below zero with eight inches of fresh snow. A
big round moon lights the trail and lightens my spirits, but I cannot ignore the weight of my plan.
Iditarod starts in six short weeks, and training has been miserable all winter. To ask these dogs
for another fifty-five miles after a six-hour rest seems like a lot, but I have to try it. It’s time to
make sure we’re ready.As we sweep around a wide bend toward the river, I study each dog’s gait
to make sure no one is sore. Shining my head lamp toward their feet, paw by moving paw I
double-check that every bootie is on. I’m pleased that Kanga’s new harness fits well, and that
Nacho runs with focus next to his buddy Teton. Young Sydney prances with spunk; her ears are
frisky tall. I’m so consumed with my huskies, I don’t notice the wall of fog until we run right into
it.Ice crystals sting my eyes; the bright beam of my head lamp illuminates a mass of ice flecks.
As the dogs accelerate, threads of silver rush toward me in a blinding onslaught. I struggle to see
where we’re going, but they aren’t bothered. Bounding into the glitter, Juliet woofs and noses
Kanga, who responds with a happy-dog shake on the run. No one misses a stride.For the next
hour and part of another, I shield my eyes with one hand and hold on to the handlebars with the
other. Focusing on the dog team helps me ignore the fog, but after fifteen miles my eyes tire from
the effort. I turn off my head lamp and run by feel.It doesn’t take long to adjust—and to notice
moonbeams sifting through billows of haze. The resulting shadows threaten at first. We run
toward dark shapes that look like moose and approach an expanse of bare ground that turns out
to be an ice-fog mirage. With every mile my fears subside, and then I give in.Losing myself to the
huff of their breathing and their steady pull on the line, I stop trying to gauge our tempo or
analyze whether one dog is loping instead of trotting. It doesn’t matter if the trail ahead is strewn
with rocks, and I no longer fret about what lurks in the willows.My huskies and I cruise up and
over those frosted hills for hours. As we move through murky light toward the faint glow of dawn,
we share a primordial momentum. Although I cannot see them, at last I understand that they are
ready.Ready for Iditarod.No matter how long the trail or how rough her conditions, I know we will
go.Debbie’s 2003 Iditarod start on the Chena River in Fairbanks2Countdown2003 Iditarod start:
Fairbanks, Alaska. March 3, 11:00 A.M.Sixteen huskies donning crimson harnesses charge into
the chute. Four officials grab the bulging dogsled to make sure the team stays anchored for the
two-minute countdown. Overhead, small planes arc in a bright March sky; the thwap of a
helicopter blends with the buzz of fans cheering and of dogs yapping and yowling. Barricades
line the outgoing trail, and throngs of people lean over them. Watching, waiting.This is an annual
ritual. I know it well. The sight of courageous Iditarod mushers and their canine athletes
launching onto the one-thousand-mile trail usually casts me into a tearful state of awe. But I’m
not crying now. The romantic in me had better not engage. I’m the small woman wearing bib #32,
the musher who has just ridden the sled runners into the chute. After years of preparation, I’m
the Iditarod rookie fighting for composure, seeking focus in a windstorm of hype.The voice in my
busy head speaks: It’s only about the dogs.So I look to them, to my sixteen beauties with their
glossy fur and feathered tails, paired on the long line ahead of me. They’re a rowdy bunch—



barking and leaping—crazed with impatience for the trail. My husband, Mark, stands with the
dogs, trying to calm them; so do our grown children, Andy and Hannah. The four of us have
negotiated many race starts over the past fifteen years, most often for the kids. But this
countdown is different, and we all know it. I need to pay attention.“We got ’em, Debbie. Your rig
isn’t goin’ anywhere. Feel free to get on up there with your team,” the official tells me.I nod and
step off the runners. That’s when I notice the clusters of school kids holding signs and calling my
name. Their rosy cheeks and busy voices shout high expectations. These children believe in me.
The mere hint that I’m their hero spins everything out of control. My stomach lurches and the
snow beneath my feet rolls like a wave. I have to find my way to my huskies.In two strides I’m with
Zeppelin and his sweetheart, Fire. Running in wheel position, they’re responsible for keeping the
sled clear of trees and other obstacles. Strong and agile, Zeppy is my rascal black-and-white
hound dog. His floppy black ears frame an innocent gaze that doesn’t fool me today. Without my
friend kneeling next to him, holding him by the harness, he’d be chewing up the gang line. She
scratches him behind the ears, and for the moment he behaves. Meanwhile, mellow Fire nuzzles
my leg and looks at me with sweet adoration. Her light-blue eyes promise that everything will be
fine. She’s been to Nome several times with other mushers; I’ve paired her with Zeppy hoping
she’ll be a good mentor. I coo at Fire, give Zeppy a stern hello, and then move on to Piney and
Creek, who lean against each other wagging their tails. Creek is so bulked up this season, I call
her my little bowling ball. I put my hands on either side of her face and look into her zany eyes—
one blue and the other brown. Sweet Piney is jealous and nips my leg. I answer by shaking her
paw.Next are skinny-boy Nacho and the ever-focused Lil’ Su, two of Andy’s charges. They leap
and bark while he stands smiling alongside them. I greet these spicy teammates before
embracing my twenty-year-old son.“You can do this, Mom,” he tells me. Andy should know—he’s
the most experienced musher in the family. I pull him into a hug, as if to absorb some of his
brassy nerve. If it weren’t for him, I would never be here. His words make me stand a little bit
taller, and for the moment my jitters subside.It’s hard to believe I’ve greeted six dogs and am not
even halfway through the lineup. I usually train an eight-dog team—plenty of power, yet
manageable. This sixty-five-foot gang line looks endless, and I know the whiplash at tight
corners could send all 120 pounds of me flying. For the past week I’ve considered starting with
fourteen dogs, but one thousand miles is a long way. During the race, mushers can drop dogs—
leave anyone who is sore or simply not having fun in the care of veterinarians before flying home
—but substitutions aren’t allowed. Despite the potential for too much power, it’s best to start with
sixteen.Taiga and Spot are next. They greet me with wiggles, Spot with a rising howl. Taiga, the
strawberry-blond princess of the team, leans against me at the perfect angle for a butt scratch.
When I comply she shifts contentedly from side to side. Meanwhile her sidekick, our all-white
Spot, woofs and wags, playing the crowd. Mark keeps watch over these two. He gathers me into
his arms.“See you in Nome,” he jokes.“Think again,” I respond. “You’d better be in Nenana.” He
knows full well that this isn’t good-bye, and that he’ll see me later today at the first roadside
checkpoint.He smiles and squeezes my arm. Of course he’ll be there.Ahead of Mark stand Keno



and Vickie. Keno, a princely red, white, and brown pinto, has fluffy white cheeks—perfect for
grabbing in each hand while I tell him he’s handsome. Now the sensitive boy is awash in nerves.
As the loudspeaker crackles with static, Keno’s lower jaw trembles, mirroring the anxious part of
myself I’m trying to tame. I want to console him, but a pat on the head is all I can muster before
hurrying on to girls Teton and Strider. I kneel next to them, and they both lick my face. Blond
Teton gets carried away and tackles me with affection. She almost knocks me over. I stand and
pat sleek Strider before moving on to swing dogs Sydney and Roulette.Positioned behind the
leaders, swing dogs play an important guiding role at the front of a team. Often leaders-in-
training, they possess a calm and steady drive. Sydney is barely two, the youngster on the team.
Red with white trim, she has a short, adorable nose. There’s no question she wins the beauty-
queen title in our kennel. When I say hello she paws the air and lowers her head in a coy canine
curtsy. I rub her shoulders and Roulette’s, hoping to soothe my own jagged nerves. Then in one
step I’m with leaders Kanga and Juliet.Iditarod leaders are a talented lot. These are the
confident heroes who delight in catching the first whiff of the trail. They act as trail guides for the
others behind them, reveling in the challenge of route finding. I’ve carefully chosen Kanga and
Juliet to lead us over our first Iditarod miles.There are additional leaders on the line: Taiga and
Lil’ Su, as well as some others. Because Kanga has done this before, she’s my pick for
steadying the long line during starting-day hype. She’s an Iditarod veteran who I bought as a four-
year-old in order to ground my rookie team with some wisdom. Muscled and compact, Kanga is
a serious brown girl with tan trim. She is the alpha of our kennel and bears a scar on her lip from
an altercation with a former teammate. Kanga is all power—and usually gets her way. I’m
heartened that she knows more about Iditarod than I do.In contrast, Juliet is my playful Tinker
Bell. She’s the whimsical cheerleader, my tiny gray spitfire who runs up front with a lighthearted
disposition. She loves starting lines so much that she works herself into a state of ecstasy—
biting the snow, gurgling with anticipation, and spinning with glee for the upcoming trail. Once
under way she motors along with a spunky trot. Kanga’s wisdom coupled with Juliet’s spirit
should be perfect for this first sixty-five-mile run.Hannah has raced these two in lead often, so
she’s proud to watch over them now. When I kneel to pat Juliet, she ricochets out of Hannah’s
arms and pounces back to play with Sydney. Familiar with Juliet’s antics, my daughter is quick to
respond. She reels in our rambunctious little leader and steadies her in place alongside Kanga
the Magnificent, who poses like a statue fixated on the trail. When I lay my hand on Kanga’s
back she gives my arm a quick affectionate nip.Aware that the countdown is nearing, I hug
Hannah. Then Andy comes to our side and we share a three-way embrace. I tell them how good
this all feels, but really I’m posing as an upbeat mom. More than anything I don’t want my
children to worry. There’s a chance they won’t be at the first checkpoint, Nenana, because of
their flight back to college. This might be our final good-bye. I cling to them for a few more
seconds, and when I let go, I look to my leaders. They draw me in.“Good girls, Kanga and Juliet.
Are you ready? We’re going to Nome,” I say. Juliet wiggles and tries to snatch the hat off my
head. The crowd roars, and Kanga jerks against the line. I’m patting her, trying to reassure her,



when a large presence looms and a strong hand grabs my shoulder.“Debbie, that’s enough.” In
his baritone voice, race marshal Mark Nordman continues, “Go to your sled. Now!”He reiterates
what is obvious to my huskies and hundreds of people watching: our countdown is past.
Evidently the dogs were making so much noise that I didn’t hear the words “Five . . . four . . .
three . . . two . . . one . . . go!” Or maybe I’m just oblivious. Either way, I’ve managed to miss my
own Iditarod start.I run to my sled, past laughing volunteers. When one of the sled holders asks
me if I’m ready, I say no but realize that it doesn’t matter. He pulls my snow hook anchor as I step
onto the runners, and before I can draw half a breath, the dogs charge and the sled rockets
forward. The power of sixteen is something I’ve never felt before.A series of expletives spew
from my mouth—that’s what I’m told later by friends watching. My heavy sled lurches to the side
into a deep cockeyed rut where thirty-one mushers have stood on their brakes ahead of me.
Somehow I manage to hang on and stay upright, resisting gravity’s pull. Then, with both feet on
the drag, I slow the dogs to a manageable pace. The air cools my face, and there’s panting and
the rhythm of sixty-four paws on snow. Dog collars jingle and well-wishers, standing in clusters
along the trail, cheer us on our way.The 2003 Iditarod start is hardly what I’ve imagined. That we
leave the line a few seconds late is not the only race-day surprise. We aren’t at the traditional
starting line just north of Anchorage, and it isn’t the first Sunday in March. Instead, the 2003
Iditarod begins on a Monday, 350 miles north of Anchorage in Fairbanks. The rivers in
Southcentral Alaska never froze up during this warm winter, so two weeks before race day,
organizers were forced to come up with an alternate route. We’ll follow the Chena, Tanana,
Nenana, and Yukon Rivers for seven hundred miles before joining the traditional Iditarod Trail in
Kaltag, some three hundred miles from Nome.This “river race,” as it will come to be called, is
unprecedented in Iditarod’s thirty-year history—the result of a bizarre warm season. Snow came
so late, we were still training the dogs in front of a four-wheeler ATV at Thanksgiving. When Andy
and Hannah returned home for Christmas, we managed to sled on a skim of snow, but only for a
few short miles. In early January the rains returned and trail conditions deteriorated. A pilot friend
who had flown over the trail described the mountainous section as a dangerous mess of rock
and ice. That’s when I called Andy and warned him I might pull out of the race.“I just don’t know if
I’m strong enough,” I told him. “If I can’t control the sled, I have no business taking the dogs out
there.”“Don’t give me that,” my son replied with a snap. “One good blizzard could fix everything.
You can’t just change your mind now, Mom. You know you want to run Iditarod.”I told him that of
course I did. And I do. When you sign up for Iditarod in midsummer, you commit to yourself and
everyone else that on the first weekend of March you’ll head out on the one-thousand-mile trail
to Nome. No matter what. You and your dogs will make the best of what you’re granted. But I also
told Andy that my first responsibility was to Juliet and Kanga, Lil’ Su, and the others. To keep
them happy and healthy would always override my tough-Iditarod-girl persona. I was
determined, even if it meant withdrawing from this year’s race, to keep my promise to them.The
dogs have always been the real Iditarod heroes. I’ve known that ever since March 1980 when I
went to an Iditarod start for the first time. Despite the human hoopla—the champions giving



interviews, the press shooting photos, the children all bundled up waiting for autographs—I saw
only the dogs.They left a lasting impression, those bulked-up Alaskan huskies of all colors and
sizes. Some had blue eyes, others brown. A few looked like Labradors, while many resembled
the furry pointed-ear malamutes in movies about early Arctic expeditions. These athletes stood
patiently as people strapped colorful booties on their paws. Some yapped and a few growled;
many collaborated in song. Thousands of tails wagged.Having grown up in the company of
hunting dogs, I was drawn to these iconic working canines of the north. I read all I could about
these magnificent huskies and learned they were mutts: glorious mixed-breed working dogs
instilled with a desire to run. Iditarod dogs were descendants of huskies who had long lived and
traveled across Alaska, first with Alaska Natives and later with gold prospectors and mail drivers
in the early twentieth century. Bred for teamwork demanded by the northern trail, these dogs
were devoted to one another—and to their humans.In 1973 the dogsledding tradition had
inspired a man named Joe Redington Sr. to create an event called the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race. He wanted to honor Alaska’s historic trail along with its canines. Seven years later, when I
first saw the huskies of Iditarod, I wanted to know them better. Never did I imagine that within a
decade, a backyard dog team would claim our young family’s heart.At the end of my phone call
with Andy, just six weeks ago, I told him I would postpone withdrawing from Iditarod but under no
circumstances would I take our huskies on a trail too rough for me to handle. Our conversation
had helped me regain my focus, but in the end it was Mark who settled my nerves.My husband
insisted that the dogs and I move north to our cabin in Denali Park, where temperatures were
cooler. He proposed that I train the team full-time, living and breathing only for them. Meanwhile,
he would stay in our Anchorage home and focus on a multitude of race chores. He’d oversee
dog food preparation for the trail, gathering and bagging everything from kibble to beef,
sausage, and salmon. He promised to reinforce my sled for the roughest conditions and work on
a new, tougher drag to slow the sled. Mark vowed to do all this during the week in his
nonworking hours. On weekends he’d join us in Denali.Mark figured Spot’s song for the trail,
Kanga’s nip on my arm, Lil’ Su’s leaping in harness, would reignite my determination, and he
was right. Between mid-January and race day I immersed myself in the mushing lifestyle like I
never had before. The dogs’ day was my own, beginning with 5:00 A.M. feedings when they
yowled and danced for their ladleful of hot steaming breakfast—and ending with the midnight
howls that we shared after I doled out fresh straw. During those weeks in Denali we increased
the runs from twenty to fifty-five miles. On weekends Mark and I took them camping.Now,
speeding away from the Iditarod start, I’m riding the runners behind a dog team that has already
pulled me to a new understanding of myself. After a season of challenge, and the resolution that
finally came, we’ve been granted a lucky break. The last-minute course change means there will
be no mountain crossing. This is the only Iditarod in the race’s thirty-year history whose teams
won’t have to negotiate the Happy River Steps or the other drop-offs in the Alaska Range. This
2003 course features mellow river travel. It’s the perfect route for me and my dogs.As we cruise
on a packed snow-covered trail—the best we’ve seen all winter—I’m aware that we’ve already



accomplished a lot. Fifteen hundred hard-earned training miles are behind us. Provisions for me
and the dogs have been sent ahead in drop bags to twenty-two checkpoints. After months of
intense anticipation, the multitude of what-ifs no longer matters. The trail, the weather, the dogs’
fitness and mine—they are what they are.Even our goal is simple: to reach Nome with healthy
dogs wagging their tails. A laminated schedule inside my pocket details our run-rest plan. It’s
conservative, while holding us to a consistent steady tempo. A digital watch duct-taped to my
handlebar reminds me to keep track of the time.Now the pull of my powerful team takes me past
the scrubby brush on the banks of the Chena River—away from the dull ache of the empty nest,
the expectations of the screaming crowd, and the nagging doubt in my own abilities. Now that
my huskies and I are moving, I can accept the notion that we’re heading into a wilderness
topography over which we have little control. All I can do—and what I must do—is focus on the
dogs out front and the trail underfoot.We’re on our way.Do Clarke standing on the step of her
autogiro3BeginningsWhen I was a child in southern Connecticut, my parents never imagined
that one day I’d run a dog team across Alaska. Nor could I have foreseen moving three thousand
miles away from the red clapboard house with white trim that sat on top of a hill beneath the
towering oak, on the edge of the woods where Mom and I planted daffodils—and Dad and I
searched every spring for trout lilies. My mother and father would never have predicted I’d live in
a distant corner of North America, far from southern Vermont where together we skied in winter
and fly-fished the Battenkill and Mettawee Rivers in summer. But they shouldn’t have been
completely surprised. It was from my parents that I learned to take on life’s dares.My mother was
a daddy’s girl. Born to a gentle Episcopalian mother and a wild-man father, she was the first of
three daughters. Her father was an early aviator, and Mom eagerly assumed his airborne spirit.
By the time she met my dad, not only had she flown her floatplane under the Brooklyn Bridge,
she’d flown her Fairchild up and down the Atlantic coastline, winging her way to glamorous
events including the Kentucky Derby. Her debutante photo shows her standing on the step of her
autogiro, wearing a leather helmet and a mink jacket. Birthed into opportunity, my mother never
let social convention get in her way. She chased down adventure. Mom knew where she wanted
to go.When they met, my father was surely smitten with Mom’s valiant style. Like his future bride,
Dad reached for life’s fun. He was an accomplished college gymnast, and during my parents’
courtship he allegedly showed off by walking across creeks on his hands. For a wedding
present, he gave Mom a sixteen-gauge shotgun. Together they trained English setters and
hunted for grouse and woodcock in thickets of bittersweet and New England brambles. They fly-
fished for brown trout and brookies in the waters of upstate New York with handcrafted bamboo
rods and flies tied with feathers from chickens raised in their backyard. Always ribbing each
other, neither failed to notice who caught the largest trout.Mom and Dad had recently married
when World War II began. Like many in their generation, my father quickly enlisted. When he
was sent to the front lines of battle in North Africa and Italy, he left behind my mother, their young
son, and a soon-to-be-born daughter. Mom nearly died giving birth to my sister, but she
managed to survive. So did my father, eventually rising to the level of captain.Decades later, I



asked him what it was like to take part in combat. Dad didn’t want to talk about the fighting. He
looked away, took a deep breath, and said that sometimes bad things happen—that you need to
do your best and move on. On the topic of his military accomplishments, he insisted that rank
was highly overrated. “I was no goddamn better than the lowliest soldier,” he told me.My brother
and sister were thirteen and fourteen when I was born. I was the lucky one, welcomed into
strong arms of older parents who had weathered the war and created a stable life when it ended.
Throughout my childhood I was Mom and Dad’s eager sidekick—camping, fishing, skiing, and
hiking. When I turned thirteen they took me west, to the CM Ranch, for the very first time.My
parents had worked on a Wyoming dude ranch in their twenties. Decades later they celebrated
returning to the high sagebrush country of their youth. Together that summer we trotted quarter
horses named Bowie and Sable and Keno on trails that twisted through sandstone badlands.
We went on a pack trip to a wilderness area on the crest of the Continental Divide, where we
loped through meadows of paintbrush, poppies, and lupine. Following Mom and Dad on
horseback was to assume their delight for trails that linked one wide alpine valley to the next.
This spirited place nourished my parents’ dreams and jump-started mine.One day when we
were out on a guest ride, the head wrangler, Greg, circled back alongside my father and said,
“Hey, ole Lew, you want to race?” Spitting his Copenhagen chew off to the side of his saddle, he
pointed to a long flat sandy plateau just ahead. Dad’s eyes widened, and for a moment he was
silent.Then the cowboy spoke again. “You know what they say: No guts, no glory.”My father, well
aware of General George S. Patton’s famous line, smiled wide and responded, “Goddamnit, ole
Greg. Let’s go!”There were other guests and cowboys on the ride. We all knew this was hardly a
safe or standard proposition, but in my father Greg saw a kindred spirit. He pulled the brim of his
black cowboy hat down on his forehead and told us all to wait. Then he and my father took off in
a dusty, hoof-pounding gallop.Within a few minutes they returned trotting side by side: a lawyer
from New England and a Wyoming cowboy, bound by an old-fashioned dare. I knew right then
this would not be our last visit to Wyoming.Ten years after that first trip out west, I left my New
England home to settle there. I’d recently graduated from Princeton and worked as a paralegal
for a major law firm housed high in Manhattan’s Rockefeller Center. The prestige was flattering
and the pay generous, but the lure of the city did nothing to temper my longing for the sandy
sagebrush hills, the open sky that pledged possibility, and the seasons that kept ranchers
honest. So in 1978 I moved to Sheridan, Wyoming, intending to stay. I planned to attend law
school eventually, in order to acquire skills to help protect the wild places I’d come to cherish.It
was the next summer, in 1979, when a smoke jumper boyfriend and I were invited to Alaska to
take part in a mountain-climbing expedition. Just a few weeks before we were to fly north, he
canceled—from the expedition as well as the romance. Any disappointment of mine was
overshadowed by determination; no one would take away my chance to visit one of the wildest
places on the planet. So I headed to Alaska by myself, intent upon seeing the glaciers, climbing
the peaks, and experiencing the midnight sun. It felt fine to visit on my own.Jim and Roni Hale,
the expedition leaders, met me in Anchorage’s small but crowded airport. I remember gritty-



looking travelers, many toting fishing rods or guns—and even a few with skis. There were
swarms of bearded men, clusters of people wearing matching oil-company jackets, and an
enormous mounted grizzly bear that leered at me in a snarl.After leading me through the busy
terminal to the car, Jim explained, “We’re off to a weekly get-together of climbers. It’s hosted by
our friend Markie—famed backcountry skier and lawyer extraordinaire.”Within five minutes I
walked through Mark’s door. Lively conversation filled his spacious living room. The smell of
grilled hot dogs wafted among a friendly beer-drinking crowd. I remember several people
studying a topo map spread out on a large table, and a tall fellow describing his recent climb of
an unnamed peak. There was a border collie milling around, and a white fluffy pup named Tuna
Fish.The party spilled into every corner of the condo. As I wandered from room to room I noticed
Mark talking to some friends in the bathroom, of all places. The counter was crammed with
bottles; he’d just brewed a fresh batch of beer. Across the hall in a small bedroom with drawn
curtains, a subdued group watched slides of a recent rescue mission. I later learned that they
had taken part in a high-stakes attempt to save some friends after they fell near the summit of a
mountain called Carpathian. Mark and some other Alaska Rescue Group volunteers reached the
climbers only to discover that no one had survived. During the subsequent body recovery, they
endured a life-threatening storm. Eventually a harrowing ride in a helicopter delivered them to
safety.“The weather up there was wicked,” Mark explained. “The whole situation was rough, but
we had to go there. Someone had to get their bodies off that mountain.”The gathering that night
ended early. These were people who lived for wilderness, and they all had weekend ambitions.
As the guests began to leave, I looked for Mark. I wanted to thank this bearded man with the
bright blue eyes for a fine Alaskan welcome.When I found him in the kitchen, we exchanged a
few pleasantries. Then Mark’s border collie, trained for avalanche rescue, trotted to his side.
“Want to see something?” Mark asked me. Without waiting for my response, he addressed his
dog: “Hamish,” he said, “would you rather be married or dead?”Hamish rolled onto his back. His
head lolled limp to the side, while his lifeless furry paws folded neatly above his fluffy white belly.
Jim and a few others groaned—they’d obviously seen this trick a few times before. I didn’t
recognize it at the time, but the dog and his human had issued an irresistible challenge.Basking
in the flair of his own making, Mark proceeded to ask Jim what we were doing the following day.
Jim responded that we’d buy food for our trip in the morning, pack provisions and gear in the
afternoon, and attend church at night. Mark raised his eyebrows and looked for my reaction. He
claims he detected a wince.“She didn’t come all the way up here to go to church. I’ll show her a
good time.” The attorney mountain climber in red soccer shorts and his Celestial Seasonings T-
shirt made a good guess. I wasn’t going to fall for another romance, but I had even less
motivation to attend church. I figured there was nothing to lose.Our first date started with the
movie Alien, after which we went to a bar called Chilkoot Charlie’s. I would learn later that
“Koots” was the rough-and-tumble frontier-town establishment, notorious for all sorts of trouble,
but I was oblivious at the time. I remember sitting on tall bar stools. Flirtatious conversation about
mountains and dogs and unclimbed Alaskan peaks. Wood shavings covered the floor, and a



peddler walked table to table selling flowers. Mark bought me a long-stemmed red rose.It must
have been close to midnight when we stepped out of Chilkoot’s into the glowing light of sunset.
Before going back to Jim’s house, we drove to an overlook above Anchorage, where we admired
Denali’s slate-blue silhouette as it darkened against the tangerine sky. Bathed in the soft light of
the midnight sun, Mark took my hands and pronounced he’d join our five-person expedition the
following week.“Don’t you ever work?” I asked, well aware that lawyers could be a lot of talk and
no action.“Work?” he teased. “Oh that’s just something I do on the side.”I told him I wouldn’t
believe him until a plane circled above our camp.At noon the next day a ski plane deposited our
expedition—me, Jim and Roni, and two of their friends—in a snowbound glacial valley in the
heart of the Alaska Range. There, at the edge of the blue-ice Ruth Glacier, we set up base camp.
Granite peaks named Dickey, Barille, and Moose’s Tooth surrounded our three little tents. At first
the massive amphitheater unnerved me. It took more than a few hours to adjust to the notion that
we amounted to temporary specks in an ageless topography of snow, ice, and rock.For three
days the weather was clear. Roped together on skis, we traversed high mountain passes and
navigated glaciers that encircled Denali, North America’s tallest peak. On day four, the wind
picked up; eventually a ceiling of clouds settled beneath the summits. Grounded in soggy tents,
we were enveloped in dense August fog. Avalanches fell in zinging free falls from cornices
melting overhead. We played card games and ate mac and cheese, pilot biscuits, and Snickers
bars. The two fellows and I read one another’s books and tried to be patient, while Jim and Roni
spent long hours in their tent reading scripture. Our group was in no immediate danger, but I
couldn’t help feeling cheated to be holed up during my brief Alaskan adventure.Finally, on day 6,
a breeze rustled our tent and brilliant sunlight brightened its orange nylon walls. As the five of us
celebrated over oatmeal and Tang, we planned a ski jaunt. In the midst of our talking logistics,
something buzzed overhead. The sound was faint at first, and then it grew louder.I peered
outside and spotted a white plane on skis flying just above us. Roni wondered if we were being
picked up early. She might not have known that Mark wanted to join us, but my heart lurched at
the possibility. As the plane descended I saw two figures inside it. Then an object with streamers
tumbled onto the ground. I scrambled across the snowfield to investigate, picking up a beer can
decorated with surveyor tape streamers. A handwritten note was duct-taped to its side: Dear
cute girl from Wyoming, get your rope and take me home. Your pal, Mark.The Taylorcraft landed
on a makeshift “airstrip” we’d skied the day before. As the pilot cut the engine, he waved to Jim;
then the door opened and a passenger jumped out. Mark tossed his heavy pack, a neatly coiled
climbing rope, skis, poles, and a pile of climbing hardware onto the snow. After acknowledging
the others with a nod, the knickered attorney threw me into a ballroom dip, gave me a kiss, and
moved into my tent. We’ve called each other home ever since.
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Julie Buckles, “Inspirational Story of One Woman and Her Dogs in the Alaskan Wilderness. Until
this book, I've had two Iditarod booksI recommended—Winterdance and The Cruelest Miles.
Now I have a third. This book is so well written, so full of heart, determination, humor, and insight
that you can't help but cheer for the author and her dogs. Debbie Clarke Moderow sets a fast
pace that kept me turning pages past bedtime. I most appreciated how Debbie created full-
fledged characters from her canine companions. I am also a musher of a backyard kennel, a
winter camper, an outdoor adventurer and I thought Debbie got it all so right. She is honest and
candid about the highs and lows of managing a team and participating in a crazy, winter sport.
And she might be one of the toughest people I've ever met through literature or in life—both
mentally and physically. I highly, highly recommend to anyone interested in dogs, winter,
wilderness travel, Alaska, dogsledding, and memoir.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Perfect. I loved this book but honestly, I'm a musher. I understand the
Huskies and I totally relate to this true story. Dogs and humans both face adversity in life. It's a
partnership like a marriage, its not always perfect and both sides have to step up when needed.
It's not always perfect and sometimes there is not a clear cut answer to what faces you. You
move along and do what you can. A great story!”

Michele, “Overcoming Adversity on the Iditarod Trail. Debbie Moderow faced such adversity in
both of her Iditarods that when she made it to the finish in Nome in her second attempt I cried.
This is an amazing story of her determination to complete the Iditarod despite several serious
difficulties a long the way. She truly loves her dogs and always did the right thing for her team,
even if it meant dropping some of her leading dogs because they didn't want to run anymore, or
allowing her team to take extra long rest breaks at the checkpoints. Debbie's achievement was a
true team effort for the animals and humans involved. This book taught me that the community
of mushers care about one another and when a musher is in trouble during the race, another
team will stop to try and help in any way they can. The dogs are some of the most incredible
athletes there are! The strength, endurance, and grit that they showed through difficult terrain
and adverse weather conditions helped Debbie reach her goal. What an amazing book!”

Naomi, “Great. Memoir. I really enjoyed this book of relationship and endurance. The only
criticism I have is I would have loved for Debbie to explain things that readers who aren’t familiar
with the process wouldn’t know. Several times I googled things to understand the “how” and
“why “of things. But overall, great read!”

E. Thomas, “Every mile brings adventure or heartache.. Every mile brings adventure or
heartache. It is the life of a musher and her digs, their strength, their hearts and their drive. They
bring out the best...or the worst. 1,000 miles is no easy feat...all the planning in the can still be



challenged by the unforgiving climate of the great North. You have to be strong and gracious;
wise and daring; smart and spunky and Debbie and her dogs are all of those. Heart stopping,
heartbreaking at times, this is one hellava story of ultimate athleticism and triumph.”

PamSam, “For Adventurers and Dog Lovers. This book should have been a best seller! I learned
so much about the Iditarod from MS. Moderow's perspective. And what better perspective than
someone who ran The Great Race twice! She writes well, moves the story along and adds nice
touches about her youth. When you know her past, her family life, and her support system, you
can see why she had the grit and determination to do this race. The love of her dogs is beautiful
too.”

Nadia Nichols, “Great read!. You won't be disappointed in this grand adventure. An excellent
way to travel down the Iditarod Trail behind a team of loyal sled dogs, all while curled up in your
chair beside the warm wood stove.”

Beebo, “A compelling story about the beauty and challenges of the Iditarod. A fascinating book,
even for those who may never witness the event (such as myself). It's a story about the
challenges that the dogs, the family, and of course the participant must overcome to succeed
(finish the race).  I loved every moment of it.”

christine.graville, “Great story really takes you on the Iditerod. most interesting, very personal
description of one ladies attempts to complete the Iditerod a very good read”

Richard Norton, “Enjoyable read. Enjoyable book to read while on dog sledging holiday in the
yukon”

serena mcculloch, “Perseverance has different forms. Great book, great rendition of what life
really is like. Whether on or off the trail, sometimes things just don't go as planned.”

mary cook, “Five Stars. very good”

The book by Steven L. Emanuel has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 130 people have provided feedback.
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